
 

Swades is a 2007 Bollywood movie directed by Ashutosh Gowariker produced by Ronnie Screwvala and starring Shahid
Kapoor, Kareena Kapoor, Salman Khan, Kunal Khemu, Arjun Rampal. The central theme of the film is about two friends who
are separated while growing up in New Delhi. One embarks on a journey to unite with the other while seeking his roots. It was
released on 3 October 2007 in India and was dubbed into Tamil as Vinnaiil Adhaimtham Ulagu (which translates to 'The Way I
Lost My Australia) for Indian audiences only. The Tamil version had its theatrical release simultaneously with the Hindi version
across India on 9 October 2007. The music for this movie was composed by A. R. Rahman, who has already worked with
Ashutosh Gowariker in the National Award-winning movie Lagaan. The movie explores many issues faced by Indians living
abroad, including racism, xenophobia etc. The narration of the movie is also unusual as it lays emphasis on philosophy,
spirituality and patriotism. Sreenivasan (Shahid Kapoor) is a young man who lives in Cochin with his family comprising his
mother Padma (Parvathi Melton), younger brother Murli (Kunal Khemu) and sister-in-law Mala (Sameera Reddy). Sreenivasan
has a knack for science and is a huge fan of Stephen Hawking, whereas his brother Murli is a hot-headed young man brimming
with ambition. In the past, Sreenivasan used to be close to his childhood friend Gauri (Kareena Kapoor), until they were
separated from each other due to an unfortunate incident. Now, he lives a lonely life, working as a scientist for a research
company called Quantum Computers that his brother Murli has set up with the help of their father Madhavacharyulu (Dalip
Tahil), who owns a huge trading business in Cochin. Sreenivasan's life takes a turn when he meets Swaarav (Salman Khan), an
old man living in a village in Tamil Nadu who tells Sreenivasan that his real name is Prithviraj and that he was actually born and
raised in Australia. The story of this meeting and how Sreenivasan goes on to reclaim his roots is told through flashbacks. It is
revealed that Sreenivasan, along with his mother Padma, brother Murli and sister-in-law Mala, had moved from Cochin to
Chennai after their father Madhavacharyulu had died. Sreenivasan's mother has found a job as a peon at the Quantum
Computers office, whereas Mala had become a big-time fashion designer. Sreenivasan, who is shown to have been very close to
Gauri in his childhood, later meets her again during an awards function. It is revealed that Gauri's father Ramesh Chandran
(Kulbhushan Kharbanda) is actually Sreenivasan's father. Mala had sent her son Murli to Australia for higher studies with the
promise that he would be taken care of by Ramesh Chandran.
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